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By Leland Kinsey

Green Writers Press, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Leland Kinsey s much-anticipated new and selected poetry collection, Galvanized,
ranges from Kinsey s home in the rugged mountains of northern Vermont to the towering stone
lighthouses and highland shielings of his ancestors Scotland. Drawing from seven previous,
acclaimed collections, and with more than twelve new poems, Kinsey takes us with him on his
travels to the brawling rivers of Labrador, the slopes of Kilimanjaro, the wheat fields and dinosaur
digs of Alberta, and the ranchos of the Tex-Mex border. With precise and original images the
Egyptian mummies used to stoke the furnaces of 19th-century steamships; the hardwood timbers
of Swahili sailing freighters dating back three thousand years Kinsey carries us deep into human
history and into the natural world we were once all intimately a part of. With him, we visit the
rough, country ballfields and raw girlie shows of his youth, and experience the endlessly fascinating
intricacies of the work he s done, as a farrier, printer, horseman, dairy farmer, teacher. In language
so exact and powerful it appears to be galvanized itself, Kinsey is a poet of the reaches of the
world,...
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ReviewsReviews

This created pdf is fantastic. Indeed, it can be perform, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been developed in an remarkably
straightforward way and is particularly simply following i finished reading this publication by which in fact altered me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Amanda Hand Jr.-- Amanda Hand Jr.

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am delighted to explain how
this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my individual life and may be he best book for at any time.
-- Jarod Bartoletti-- Jarod Bartoletti
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